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SUMMARY

Advanced high-speed propellers offer large performance improvements for aircraft

that cruise in the Mach 0.7 to 0.8 speed regime. At these speeds, studies indicate

that there is a 15 to near 40 percent block fuel savings and associated operating cost

benefits for advanced turboprops compared to equivalent technology turbofan powered

aircraft. The current status of the NASA research program on high-speed propeller aero-

dynamics, acoustics, and aeroelastics is described. Recent wind tunnel results for five

eight- to ten-blade advanced models are compared with analytical predictions. Test re-

sults show that blade sweep was important in achieving net efficiencies near 80 percent

at Mach 0.8 and reducing near-field cruise noise by about 6 dB. Lifting line and lift-

ing surface aerodynamic analysis codes are under development and some results are com-

pared with propeller force and probe data. Also, analytical predictions are compared

with some initial laser velocimeter measurements of the flow field velocities of an

eight-bladed 45 ° swept propeller. Experimental aeroelastic results indicate that cas-

cade effects and blade sweep strongly affect propeller aeroelastic characteristics.

Comparisons of propeller near-field noise data with linear acoustic theory indicate that

the theory adequately predicts near-field noise for subsonic tip speeds but overpredicts

the noise for supersonic tip speeds. A study of advanced counter-rotation turboprops

indicates that there may be about a 9 percent additional block fuel savings compared to

a single rotation systems at Mach 0.8.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

noise amplitude

power coefficient = P/Qon3D 5

counter rotation

blade tip diameter, cm (in)

decibel

elemental power coefficient Cp = f [dCp/d(r/R)]d(r/R)

velocity in units of feet per second

advanced ratio, Vo/nD

Mach number

velocity in units of meters per second

local Mach number

free-stream Mach number

rotational speed, rpm

power, kW (ft-lb/sec)

blade tip radius, cm (in)

rotational speed, rpm

radius, cm (in)

shaft power, kW (hp)

single rotation

thrust, N (ibf)

free-stream velocity, m/sec (ft/sec)

axial distance, cm (in)

propeller blade angle at 0.75 radius

efficiency = (T • Vo)P

ideal efficiency = (Tidea _ • Vo) P

free-stream density, kg/m _ (slugs/ft 3)

phase angle

ratio of total temperature to standard sea-level temperature of 518.7 ° R

INTRODUCTION

The free air propeller offers the potential of very high propulsive efficiencies

for subsonic aircraft. This key propulsion component has been the object of many NACA/

NASA research programs conducted throughout the history of the agency. From 1927 to

about the mid 1950's NACA had an extensive propeller research effort. This research led



to manysuccessfulpropeller poweredaircraft with cruise speedsas high asMach0.6.
Fromthe mid1950'sto the mid1970'stherewasabouta 20-yearhiatus in propeller
researchdueto the successof turbojet andturbofanpropulsionsystems.Thesesystems
offeredefficient flight at speedsfromMach0.6 to 0.85andcruise altitudes above most

of the weather. The ]ower propulsive efficiencies of these systems compared to the

early turboprops hardly mattered when the fuel costs were so low (near i0 cents per

gallon). However, the world energy crisis of 1973 and 1974 changed all that and NASA

began an initial modest effort to evaluate the need for a high-speed propeller research

program. Both in-house and contractor studies indicated that at cruise speeds as high

as Mach 0.8 an advanced high-speed turboprop powered aircraft would have a large per-

formance advantage over an equivalent technology high bypass ratio turbofan. This supe-

rior performance could result in large block fuel savings, reduced life cycle costs,

improved range, or other benefits for both future civil and military aircraft. To in-

vestigate these advantages a high-speed propeller research program was established at

the NASA Lewis Research Center in 1976. This program has grown to encompass both exper-

imental and analytical work into the aerodynamics, acoustics, and aeroelastics of ad-

vanced high-speed propellers. In the past, most of the research effort was directed

toward developing advanced single-rotation propellers. More recently, however, the

research work has been expanded to include advanced counter-rotation propellers which

offer even higher performance potential. A possible future application of the tech-

nology from this program is illustrated by the photograph of Fig. 1 showing an advanced

counter-rotation turboprop powered aircraft.

THEORETICAL ADVANTAGES OF TURBOPROPS

Propeller propulsion has some rather large efficiency advantages over more highly

loaded propulsion systems. This can be shown by using simple momentum disk theory.

Ideal propulsive efficiency is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of fan pressure ratio which

is analogous to the commonly used propeller power loading (shaft horsepower divided by

propeller diameter squared). These curves were derived for flight Mach numbers from 0.i

to 0.8 using simple momentum theory and represent only the losses associated with the

acceleration of the fluid in the axial direction. The calculations assumed an adiabatic

fan efficiency of ].0 and included no viscous losses. The ranges in fan pressure ratio

typical for each type of propulsor are indicated. Conventional low speed propellers

generally are lightly loaded with fan pressure ratios up to about 1.03. Advanced pro-

pellers require more power to fly at higher speeds. Also, because of the low air den-

sity at the higher cruise altitudes, a higher power loading is required to keep the

propeller diameter to a reasonable size. Fan pressure ratios for the higher-loaded

advanced propellers will range from about 1.03 for single-rotation propellers of moder-

ate loading to 1.10 for some of the more ambitious counter-rotation propeller designs.

High bypass ratio turbofans are even more highly loaded with fan pressure ratios gen-

erally greater than 1.3.

The design point established for some initial advanced single-rotation turboprop

engines included a power loading of 301 kW/m 2 (37.5 hp/ft 2) at 243.8 m/sec (800 ft/sec)

tip speed and 10.668 km (35 000 ft) altitude. These conditions resulted in a design

integrated _an pressure ratio of 1.047. The equivalent power loading of 301 kW/m 2

(37.5 hD/ft =) is about three times the loading used on previous conventional propeller

aircraft such as the Lockheed Electra/P-3. A typical advanced turbofan of comparable

technology is projected to have a fan pressure ratio of about 1.6. Therefore (from

F'iq. 2) the ideal efficiency for the advanced turboprop at Mach 0.8 cruise would be

97 percent, while that for the comparable turbofan would be 80 percent. Thus, the tur-

boprop e×hibitg an inherent ]7 percent advantage. As seen in Fig. 2 this ideal advant-

age would be larger at lower flight speeds.

The simple momentum theory, however, does not account for the residual swirl loss

in the wake of sinGle-rotation propellers. This swirl is a loss that is unique to such

propellers since it is not recovered by stators, as it would be in a fan engine or by a

second rotor as it would be in a counter-rotation propeller. Therefore, the ideal pro-

peller efficiency shown in Fig. 2 has to be corrected for this loss. The swirl loss is

shown in Fig. 3 by comparing the basic axial momentum loss with the total induced loss

for a configuration with an infinite number of blades. This loss is shown in Fig. 3 in

terms of ideal propeller efficiency as a function of Dower loading. At the selected

initial desiqn power loading of 301 kW/m 2 (37.5 hp/ft 2) the swirl represents about a

7 percent performance penalty. However, it should be possible to eliminate this penalty

if counter-rotation propellers are considered. This more mechanically complex approach

is being investigated as an alternative propulsion concept in the NASA Advanced Turbo-

prop Project (ATP) and will be discussed later in this paper.

A further efficiency correction for single-rotation propellers is the tip loss for

a finite number of blades. Fiqure 3 shows that tip losses increase dramatically as the

number of blades is reduced. At the higher power loadings the tip losses with two or

four blddes are excessive. With an eight blade propeller the tip losses are tolerable.

For any number of blades, propeller efficiency increases as power loading is decreased.

But such an increase in aerodynamic efficiency would require larger propeller diameters

and thereby increase blade and gearbox weight. These considerations resulted in initial

single-rotation propeller designs having eight blades and a power loading of 301 kW/m 2

(37.5 hp/ft_). The tip loss for this design point is nearly 5 percent and the total loss

(swirl and tip) above the axial momentum loss is about 12 percent. However, even with

these two additional penalties, it is evident from Figs. 2 and 3 that the highly loaded

single-rotation (SR) turboprop at Mach 0.8 still shows a significantly higher ideal

efficiency than the high fan pressure ratio turbofan (85 percent versus 80 percent). As



is shownin the next sectionof this paper,this efficiency advantagefor the turboprop
wouldbeevenlarger whencomparisonsinclude installed losses.

ADVANCEDTURBOPROPPOTENTIAL
A comparisonof the installed cruise efficiency of turboprop-poweredandturbofan-

poweredpropulsivesystemsis shownin Fig. 4 overa rangeof cruise speeds. Theeffi-
cienciesshownin the figure include the installation lossesfor both systems;namely,
nacelledrag for the turbopropsystems,andcowldragandinternal airflow lossesfor
the fan streamof the turbofansystems.Conventionallowspeedturbopropshavein-
stalled efficiency levels near80percentup to aboutMach0.5 but suffer fromrapid
decreasesin efficiency abovethis speeddueto increasingpropeller compressibility
losses. Theselossesareprimarily the result of relatively thick bladesoperatingat
hiqh helical tip Machnumbers.

Theadvancedhigh-speedturboprophasthe potential to delaythesecompressibility
lossesto a muchhighercruise speedandachievea relatively highperformanceto at
least Mach0.8 cruise. Althoughhighbypassratio turbofansexhibit their highesteffi-
ciencyat cruise speedsnearMach0.8, their performancewouldstill besignificantly
belowthat of the advancedturboprops. At Mach0.8 the installed efficiency of turbofan

systems would be approximately 63 percent compared to about 77 percent for the advanced

sinale-rotation (SR) turboprop. Advanced counter-rotation (CR) high speed turboprops

that recover the swirl losses would have an installed efficiency about 5 to i0 percent

higher. At lower cruise speeds, the efficiency advantage of the advanced turboprop

systems would be even larger.

A number of studies have been conducted by both NASA and industry to evaluate the

potential of advanced high-speed turboprop propulsion for both civil and military ap-

plications. Numerous references to specific studies and summary results are listed in

Ref. i. The trip fuel savings trend shown in Fig. 5 plotted versus operating range is

a summary of these studies. Installed efficiency levels similar to those shown in

Fig. 4 for comparable technology advanced turboprops and turbofans were used in most of

these studies. As shown in Fig. 5, trip fuel savings is dependent on aircraft cruise

speed and range. At the bottom of the band, associated with Mach 0.8 cruise, fuel sav-

ings range from about 15 to 30 percent for advanced turboprop aircraft compared to

equivalent technology turbofan aircraft. The larger fuel savings occur at the shorter

operating ranges where the mission is climb and descent dominated. Because of the lower

operating speeds encountered during climb and descent, turboprops have an even larger

performance advantage than the advantage at Mach 0.8 cruise conditions. In a similar

manner, a larger fuel savings is possible at Mach 0.7 cruise (represented by the top of

the band in Fig. 5). At this lower cruise speed, fuel savings range from 25 percent to

near 40 percent. Even larger fuel savings are possible by recovering the propeller

swirl loss from these single-rotation turboprops. Counter-rotation is one promising

concept for recovering swirl loss that is currently under investigation as part of the

NASA Advanced Turboprop Project (ATP). Some results derived from a study of counter-

rotation (Ref. 2) are shown in Fig. 5 for a 1300 nmi, Mach 0.8 counter-rotation turbo-

prop aircraft. The qains in fuel savings over a single-rotation (SR) turboprop are of

the same maqnitude as the gains realized by reducing cruise speed from Mach 0.8 to

Mach 0.7. This additional fuel savings qain projected for counter-rotation is about 8

to i0 percent.

ADVANCED DESIGN CONCEPTS

A model of an advanced hiqh-speed SR turboprop propulsion system is shown in

Fig. 6. The advanced propeller would be powered by a modern turboshaft engine and gear

box to provide the maximum power to the propeller with a minimum engine fuel consump-

tion. Propeller efficiency would be kept high by minimizing or eliminating compressi-

bility losses. This would be accomplished by utilizing thin swept blades that would be

integrally designed with an area ruled spinner and nacelle. Blade sweep would also be

used to reduce noise during both take-off/landing and during high-speed cruise flight

(Refs. i, 3, and 4). Aircraft operations at high altitudes and Mach 0.6 to 0.8 requires

much higher power than used on current propeller aircraft. A power loading about three

to four times higher than existing technology low-speed turboprops would be needed to

minimize propeller diameter and weight. Eight or ten blades are required to increased

ideal efficiency at these higher disk loadings. In addition to these advanced concepts,

a modern blade fabrication technique is needed to construct the thin, highly swept and

twisted blades.

Since all of the advanced concepts used to minimize compressibility losses are in-

terrelated, an inteqrated procedure is used to design high-speed propellers and nacelles

(Refs. 1 and 5). The effects of applying these advanced concepts to a propeller design

are shown in Fig. 7. This figure is based on a cruise condition of Mach 0.8 and shows

the propeller blade Mach number as it varies from hub to tip. The Mach number at each

radial location is called the section Mach number and is the vector sum of the axial and

rotational components. Curve A represents the Mach number distribution encountered by

the propeller operatin_ in an unsuppressed flow field where the axial component is the

free-stream Mach number. At the hub the section Mach number is slightly higher than the

cruise speed of Mach 0.8. As the rotational velocity component becomes larger at in-

creased radius, the relative Mach number increases until it reaches Mach 1.14 at the

blade tiD. This Mach number must be compared to the drag rise (or draq divergence) Mach

number of each blade airfoil section to evaluate the propeller performance potential.

The predicted drag rise Mach number (Fig. 7, curve B) was obtained from isolated two-



4
dimensionalairfoil data for a high-speed propeller having thickness-to-chord ratios of

about 15 percent at the hub and 2 percent at the blade tip. Across the entire radius

the section Mach number (curve A) is higher than the drag rise Mach number (curve B).

This represents a potentially large compressibility loss.

The advanced aerodynamic concepts of thin swept blades and an area ruled spinner

and integrated nacelle design are effective in minimizing or eliminating these losses.

In the outer portions of the propeller, the thin blades are swept to reduce the compon-

ent of velocity normal to the blade airfoil section, similar to swept wing theory. With

a sufficient amount of sweep the section Mach number (curve A) can be reduced to an

effective Mach number (curve C) that is below the drag rise Mach number (curve B) in the

outer portions of the blade. This procedure significantly reduces the compressibility

losses in the blade tip region and can also be effective in reducing noise. In the hub

region, the spinner-nacelle body is tailored to increase the effective nacelle blockage

behind the propeller and reduce the local Mach number through the propeller plane. This

effect is shown by the local surface Mach number distribution plotted for the spinner-

nacelle body in Fig. 7 (without blade blockage effects) and the resulting effective

section Mach number of curve D. Near the hub the effective section Mach number is sup-

pressed far below the drag rise Mach number. With a large number of blades (8 in this

example), the hub blade sections operate as a cascade and the additional Mach number

suppression is necessary to prevent blade-to-blade choking. Area ruling the spinner

between the blades gives further relief from choking by opening the flow area between

the blades at the spinner.

In addition to maximizing the aerodynamic performance of the advanced turboprop,

techniques for minimizing the near-field source noise during cruise operation have been

developed to keep interior noise levels competitive with current wide body aircraft and

to minimize the need for fuselage acoustic treatment. Since the blade relative tip Mach

numbers are slightly supersonic as shown in Fig. 7 (MTI p % 1.14) the initial approach

for noise reduction was to add sweep and reduce the effective local section Mach number

to below the section critical Mach number. The shock strength and, therefore, the re-

sulting pressure pulse is thereby reduced. The initial blade designs with 30 ° tip sweep

were expected to be somewhat quieter for this reason. A more advanced concept was in-

corporated in a 45 ° tip sweep design using the linear acoustic analysis of Ref. 6. A

historical development of the application of acoustic theory to advanced propeller

design is given in Ref. 7. The present theory predicts thickness (due to blade airfoil

thickness distribution) and loading (due to pressure loads on the blade airfoil) noise

components from each radial section of the blade. Thickness noise is generally the

dominant noise source on a propeller operating with a slightly supersonic tip Mach num-

ber. By properly sweeping and stacking the blade it is possible to reduce near-field

noise using the phase interference concept illustrated in Fig. 8. The noise from one

propeller blade is the vector sum of the contributions of the sinusoidal wave (amplitude

and phase angle) from each radial strip. The noise of the total propeller is the prod-

Uct of the vector sum and the number of blades. Sweeping the tip back causes its signal

to lag the signal from the mid-blade region. This increase in phase angle causes par-

tial interference and a reduction in noise. This phase interference concept was used in

the acoustic design of the 45 ° swept propeller model (SR-3, Fig. 9) to reduce the near-

field cruise noise. This concept should have application to both thickness and loading
noise in the near and far fields.

PROPELLER MODEL DESIGNS

In a cooperative program between NASA Lewis Research Center and Hamilton Standard

the concepts described above were used to design a series of propeller models for wind

tunnel testing. The basic blade planforms pictured in Fig. 9 represent five propeller

designs that have been wind tunnel tested. All of the propellers shown in the figure

except the fourth one (SR-6) were designed by Hamilton Standard. The SR-6 was aero-

dynamically designed at the Lewis Research Center. The first three propellers shown in

the figure (SR-2, SR-IM, and SR-3) have a blade tip speed of 244 m/sec (800 ft/sec), a

cruise power loading of 301 kW/m 2 (37.5 hp/ft 2) at Mach 0.8 and 10.668 km (35 000 ft),

and eight blades. The last two propellers shown are ten-bladed models. The SR-6 has a

desiqn bl_de tip speed of 213 m/sec (700 ft/sec), and a cruise power loading of 241 kW/m 2

(30 hp/ftz) ; and the SR-5 has a design blade tip speed of 183 m/sec (600 ft/sec) and a

cruise power loading of 209 kW/m 2 (26 hp/ft2). The blade planforms are identified by

tip sweeps of 0 °, 30 ° , 45 ° , 40 ° , and 60 °. Here the tip sweep is approximately the angle

between the blade mid-chord line at the tip of the blade and a radial line intersecting

this line at the tip.

The straight blade and an initial 30 ° swept blade (not shown) were designed using

established analyses (Ref. 8) that lack a refined methodology to design the twist of a

swept blade. Tests of the initial 30 ° swept design indicated a retwist was required

(which was actually a redistribution of the blade load from hub to tip). That became

the modified 30 ° swept design shown in Fig. 9 (SR-IM). The 45 ° and 60 ° swept blades

(SR-3 and SR-5) were designed for acoustic suppression as well as improved aerodynamic

performance by tailoring the sweep and planform shape as described in Ref. 9. The Lewis

propeller design (SR-6) was based on a different design philosophy, wherein the cruise

design conditions were changed from those used for the first three propellers in order

to increase predicted performance and lower noise. The design tip speed of this propel-

ler was lowered to help reduce noise. The predicted performance lost by the lower tip

speed was regained and possibly increased slightly by inqreasing the number of blades to
i0 and lowering the power loading to 241 kW/m (30 hp/ftz). The technique of lowering

tip speed and power loading was also used with the sR-5 design. Its design point was



chosento further reduce noise and obtain about the same predicted performance level as

the eight-bladed models. More detailed discussions of the aero/acoustic design method-

ology represented by the SR-3 and SR-5 designs are presented in Refs. 6, 7, and 10.

The noise levels that were predicted at the time these blades were designed are

listed in Fig. 9. The cruise noise predictions indicated a small reduction for 30 ° of

sweep, a significant reduction for the aero/acoustic 45 ° swept design and the 40 ° ten-

bladed design and a very ]arae reduction for the 60 ° ten-bladed design.

Each photograph in Fig. ]0 shows one of the five propeller models that was in-

stalled on the Propeller Test Rig (PTR) in the NASA Lewis 8- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel. The

tunnel (Ref. 11) has a porous wall test section to minimize any wall interactions. The

PTR is powered by a 746 kW (i000 hp) air turbine usinq a continuous flow 3.1xl06 N/m 2

(450 psi) air system routed through the support strut. Axial force and torque on the

propeller are measured on a rotatinq balance located inside of an axisymmetric nacelle

behind the propeller (Ref. 9). The propeller diameters range from 0.622 m (24.5 in) to

0.696 m (27.4 in).

PROPELLER AERODYNAMIC RESEARCH

Experimental Research

Experimental wind tunnel test results obtained with the eight-bladed propellers

(Refs. [, 5, 9, and 12) are summarized in Fig. ii. The net efficiencies of the 8 °, 30 ° ,

and 45 ° swept blade designs are shown for Mach numbers from 0.6 to 0.85. Because the

power coefficient and advance ratio are constant in this figure, the ideal efficiency is

also constant as is shown by the upper dashed line. The ideal efficiency represents the

performance of an optimally loaded propeller with no blade drag. The difference in

Fig. ii between the ideal efficiency line and the experimental performance curves repre-

sents viscous and compressibility losses, possible hub choking losses, and losses asso-

ciated with a nonoptimum radial loading distribution. As the data curves show, those

losses increase at the higher speeds due to increasing compressibility losses. However,

the performance of the 45 ° swept blade decreased a smaller amount with increasing speed

than the performance of propellers with less sweep. The 45 ° swept blade achieved a

3 percent performance gain over the straight blade design at Mach 0.8 and about a

4 percent gain at Mach 0.85. At the lower speeds of Mach 0.6 to 0.7 both swept blades

had approximately a 2 to 3 percent efficiency advantage over the straight blade and the

highest performing design had an efficiency that exceeded 81 percent. At speeds near

Mach 0.6 the straight blade desiqn may not have had an optimum twist distribution.

Unpublished data with an identical blade shape constructed from graphite rather than

steel (that apparently deflected to a more optimum twist distribution) had a net effi-

ciency near the 45 ° swept design at Mach 0.6. The study level (shown on Fig. ii) of

79.5 percent efficiency at Mach 0.8 was the value used in projecting the large fuel

efficiency and operating cost advantages of an advanced turboprop over an equivalent

technology turbofan Dowered aircraft. The 45 ° swept propeller at this speed had an

efficiency of 78.7 percent which was close to this study level.

By operating the eight-bladed 45 ° swept propeller at off design lower power load-

ings, higher efficiencies can be obtained at Mach ft.8. This is shown in Fig. 12 where

net efficiency is plotted against advance ratio for several levels of power loading.

The typical variation of efficiency with advance ratio at a constant power loading

Cp/J 3) is a peaked curve. The reduction from the peak with increasing(i.e., constant

advance ratio is due to (i) a combination of lower ideal efficiencies due to increased

swirl and tip losses and (2) lower blade sectional lift to drag ratios (from increasing

local angles-of-attack). The fall-off with decreasing advance ratio is due to increased

compressibility losses associated with the higher tip rotational speeds and/or again

lower blade section lift to drag ratios (from decreasing local angles-of-attack). The

circle symbol in Fig. 12 represents the eight-bladed 45 ° swept propeller design point.

The square symbol on the 80 percent power loading curve shows the design power loading

and advance ratio of the ten-bladed 40 ° swept propeller (SR-6). The effect of operating

the eight-bladed 45 ° swept propeller at this reduced power loading and increased advance

ratio (3.06 to 3.5) was to increase efficiency about 0.3 percent. This reduced power

loading would result in a 12 percent larger propeller diameter in an actual aircraft in-

stallation where power requirements are fixed. The eight-bladed 45 ° swept propeller ob-

tained an efficiency of 79.7 percent at 80 percent power loading and 3.3 advance ratio

and an efficiency slightly above 80 percent at 70 percent power loading.

A comparison of the eight- and ten-bladed propellers (Ref. 13) is shown in Fig. 13

where net efficiency is plotted versus Mach number. These data show both propellers

operating at the ten-bladed propeller design power coefficient and advance ratio. The

performance of the ten-bladed propeller was about 3/4 to 1 percent higher than that of

the eight-bladed model From Mach 0.6 to Mach 0.75. This higher performance would be

expected due to the higher ideal efficiency for a blade count increase from 8 to 1O.

For the eiaht-bladed propeller, the performance loss due to compressibility effects

began above Mach 0.7 and increased gradually with increasing speed. The ten-bladed pro-

peller, however, showed no performance loss up to a speed near Mach 0.75. Beyond this

speed, the efficiency fell rapidly with increasing Mach number. By Mach 0.8, the effi-

ciency had fallen 3 percent and was 1/2 percent below the eight-bladed model.

Since the rapid performance loss of the ten-bladed, 40 ° swept propeller was be-

lieved to be due to the onset of choking in the interblade region near the hub, a new

flow visualization technique, called the paint flow technique, was developed and used to



determinethe extent of interbladechoking(Refs. 14and15). Thepaint flow technique
consistsof painting the propeller bladeswith a red undercoatanda white overcoat.
Thenwith the propeller operatingat the desiredtest condition, anupstreamjet atom-
izer wasturnedon to producea cloudof dioctyl-phthalate (DOP)particles. TheDOP
solventthen impingedon the rotating propeller bladesandafter about30minof testing
causedthe paint to flow, etchingthe surfaceairflow patterns into the surfaceof the
blades.

Theresults of thesepaint flow tests with the ten-bladedpropeller operatingnear
designconditionsat Mach0.8 is shownin Fig. 14. Thephotographsindicate a rather
extensiveshockonboth the pressureandsuctionsides of the propeller blade. The
shockstructure extendsfar fromthe hubregionto nearthe blademid-radius. Theex-
tensive shockstructure indicates that hubchokingwasquite severe,andpropagated
outwardovera considerableportion of the bladespan. A lowhub-to-tip ratio together
with close bladespacingreducedthe interbladeflow areaon this ten-bladedpropeller
andcontributed to the chokingproblem. In addition, the larger propeller diameterof
this model(0.696m (27.4 in) comparedto 0.622m (24.5 in) for the SR-3)increasedthe
blade root chord,andstructural constraints preventedthinner root sections. Future
efforts in spinnerarea ruling techniques(Ref. 8) to reducethe interbladeroot Mach
numberin combinationwith advancedcontrolled diffusion cascades,andthe useof
lighter, structurally superior, advancedcompositebladematerial to achievethinner
root sectionsmaybeable to minimizetheseroot sectiondesignproblems.

Analytical Research
Advancedaerodynamicanalysismethodsfor predicting high-speedpropeller perform-

ancearebeingdevelopedas a part of the NASAPropeller ResearchandAdvancedTurboprop
Programs(Ref. 8). Theanalysismethods(Fig. 15) rangefromsimpleshort runninglift-
ing line programssuchas the existing strip analysis for single-rotation propellers
baseduponGoldstein'swork (Ref. 16) to verycomplexlong runningprogramssuchas the
lifting surfaceanalysisthat solvesthe five Euler equations(Refs.17 to 19).

Theexisting Goldsteintype strip analysisassumesthe vortex wakeis composedof a
rigid helical vortex sheet,correspondingto the optimumspan-wiseloadingof a lightly
loadedpropeller. Thepropeller is restricted to havingstraight bladesandthere is no
provision for a nacellesince the vortexwakeextendsto the axis. Simplemodifications
havebeenmadeto existing analysesin anattemptto circumventtheserestrictions. For
example,the simplecosinerule is usedto accountfor bladesweepanda radial gradient
of axial velocity is usedto accountfor the effect of the nacelle.

Morerecent lifting line analyses,suchas the curvedlifting line program
(Ref. 20) andthe propeller nacelle interaction program(Ref. 21) includea sweptlift-
ing line capability, andto varyingdegrees,the ability to accountfor the presenceof
the nacelle in the analysis.

Thecurvedlifting line analysis representsthe wakeby a finite numberof helical
vortex filaments insteadof the continuoussheetof vorticity usedbyGoldstein. Each
filament hasa constantpitch, but its location relative to the other filaments is arbi-
trarv. Thestrengthsof the individual wakefilamentsare related to the spanwisevari-
ations of the boundvortex strength. Sincebothof theseare unknown,the bladeand
wakevortex strengthsare solvedsimultaneously.This solution is madepossibleby
placing the boundvortex alongthe quarter chordline andrequiring the flow to be tan-
gent to the blademeancamberline alongthe three-quarterchordline. Withthesecon-
ditions, the bladeandwakevortex strengthscanbecomputed.Thelift coefficient of
the bladeat anyradial location is thendeterminedfromthe boundvortex strengthat
the sameradius. Dragis providedby correlated two-dimensionalairfoil data. The
total inducedvelocity at anypoint in the flow field is obtainedby summingthe induced
flow of the boundvortexandthe trailing vortex system. In this analysis, the propel-
ler bladesare representedby curvedlifting lines whichcanhaveanyarbitrary shape.
Thenacelle shapeis an infinite cylinder since the wakefilamentscannotcontract radi-
ally. However,a radially varyingpropeller inflow velocity canbeaccountedfor. This
analysiswasoriginally applicableonly to single-rotation propellers, but hasnowbeen
recently extendedto includecounter-rotationpropellers.

Thepropeller nacelle interaction analysis (Ref. 21) also representsthe wakeby a
finite numberof vortex filaments. However,this analysisallows the vortex filaments
to beplacedalongstreamsurfacesso that theyconformto the shapeof anaxisymmetric
nacelle. This is accomplishedin the analysisby the calculation of the inviscid flow
aroundthe nacellealone, whichlocates the wakevortex filaments aroundthe nacelle
anddeterminesthe radial variation of the inflow velocity at the propeller. Thein-
ducedvelocity is determinedby summingthe inducedflow fromthe individual filaments
andthe sweptlifting line. Thelocal bladelift anddragare determinedfromtwo-
dimensionalairfoil andcascadedatacontainedin the programandthe calculatedlocal
bladeangleof attack. Anoptional step in the analysisallows the calculatedblade
forcesto beusedin a circumferentially averaged(axisymmetric)viscouscompressible
flow calculation to determineinterbladeandoff-bodyvelocities. This calculation can
indicate whetherthe velocities are highenoughto result in large shockwavelosses,
andcandeterminethe dragof the nacelle in the presenceof the propeller. Thewake
modelin this analysiscanbeappliedto bothsingle andcoaxial counter-rotationpro-
pellers. Thepropellerscanhavebladesof anyarbitrary shapeandthe nacelle canbe
anyaxisymmetricgeometry.



Finite difference lifting surfaceanalyses that can solve the complete three-

dimensional flow field are also under development. These analyses require the genera-

tion of a complex grid system which conforms to the shape of the nacelle and propeller.

The nacelle shape is required to be axisymmetric so that the flow between each two ad-

jacent blades is the same, and it is only necessary to solve for the flow between two

blades. Beyond the tips and upstream and downstream of the blades, the flow is assumed

to be periodic. On all solid surfaces the flow is required to be tangent to the

surface.

One lifting surface inviscid analysis that is under development for single-rotation

propellers solves the single full transonic potential equation (Ref. 22). It requires

the wake location to be defined and does not account for shock total pressure variation

although it indicates the shock location. Another lifting surface technique is the

Euler analysis (Refs. 18 and 19) which is being developed for both single- and counter-

rotation propellers. The equations used in the Euler analysis are the five unsteady

three-dimensional Euler equations. These govern the inviscid flow of a compressible

fluid and can accurately represent the total pressure variation caused by shock waves

and the work done by the propeller. This analysis requires no wake modeling and no

two-dimensional airfoil data. This code has a significantly longer running time than

the transonic potential analysis. These lifting surface analyses will be able to pre-

dict detailed pressure distributions on both sides of the propeller blade as well as

the Flow conditions in any portion of the off-body flow field.

The final type of analysis under development utilizes the time averaged Navier-

Stokes equations. This analysis also does not require the wake location to be speci-

fied. Since this analysis includes viscous effects in the governing equations, it can

predict important features of the flow not addressed by the inviscid analyses. These

include details of the blade and nacelle boundary layers, blade tip flow, blade-nacelle

corner flow and blade viscous wakes.

Such detailed three-dimensional results will be important tools for improving the

aerodynamic, acoustic and structural performance of propellers through a better under-

standing of the complicated flow processes of advanced high-speed propellers.

Experimental to Analytical Comparisons

Although these lifting line and lifting surface programs are still under develop-

ment, some comparisons of their results with wind tunnel experimental data obtained with

a laser velocimeter (LV), a rotating force/torque balance and a flow survey probe on an

eiqht-bladed, 45 ° swept propeller (SR-3) have been made (see also Ref. 23). These com-

parisons are intended to show the current status in the development of the programs.

The first analytical/experimental data comparisons were made with wind tunnel ex-

perimental data obtained using the laser velocimeter (LV) system. The laser velocimeter

system was developed to obtain nonintrusive measurements of detailed velocities ahead

of, in between, and behind propeller blades (Refs. 24 to 26). The laser system is shown

in Fig. 16 installed in the NASA Lewis 8- by 6-Foot wind Tunnel. The SR-3 propeller,

spinner, and nacelle can also be seen in this figure.

This laser velocimeter system uses a 15-W argon ion laser which is operated at

about one-third power. The system uses a four beam on-axis backscatter optic system.

The measuring volume is moved axially and vertically within the wind tunnel by travers-

ing the entire laser system and is moved horizontally by using a zoom lens assembly.

The movement of the measuring volume is remotely computer controlled. The flow within

the tunnel is artificially seeded with dioctyl phthalate (DOP). The four beam laser

velocimeter is capable of measuring two velocity components simultaneously. The four

beams were set up such that the planes defined by the two beams of each color were

essentially orthogonal to each other and at nominally 45 ° to the horizontal plane of

the wind tunnel. The axial and tangential components of velocity were obtained by mak-

ing a measurement in the horizontal plane which passes through the propeller rotational

axis. The axial and radial components of velocity were similarly obtained by making

measurements in the vertical plane which passes through the rotational axis.

In Fig. 17, the laser velocimeter velocity data is compared with results from the

curved lifting line analysis. The comparisons shown are for the eight-bladed, 45 °

swept (SR-3) propeller (shown in Fig. 16) operating at a tunnel Mach number of 0.8, a

design advance ratio of 3.06, a corrected tip rotational speed (Vt/_/_) of 280 m/sec

(917 ft/sec), a helical tip Mach number of 1.15, a power coefficient of 1.8, and a blade

anqle setting at the three-fourths radius of 60.5 ° .

A color computer graphic technique similar to Refs. 27 and 28 was utilized to

evaluate and compare the measurements and predictions of the highly three-dimensional

exit flow from the propeller. At an axial station just behind the propeller, laser

velocimeter (LV) circumferential surveys were taken at 17 radial positions located from

59 to 122 percent of the blade span. These data were used to generate the computer

graphic presentations of Fig. 17 where shades of gray replace the color coding presented

in Ref. 26. At each radial position, the data over the complete circumference for the

eight blades was folded to a 45 ° segment to provide data in a single equivalent blade

passage. The circumferential data was averaged to provide 30 circumferential values

within this "equivalent" blade passage. The entire array of experimental data at

17 radial positions by 30 circumferential positions was interpolated to provide data at

intermediate positions, color-coded and displayed on a color raster display. The



results werephotographedandthen reprocessedto grayshadesto providethe results
shownin the figure. Theanalytical results wereprocessedin an identical manner.
Velocities werepredicted for the same17by 30array of spatial positions, computer
interpolated and graphically displayed.

Figure 17 presents the axial velocity field in the absolute reference frame seen

by a stationary observer. The blade rotation in the figure is in the counterclockwise

direction when viewed from behind the propeller looking forward. The axial velocity

measured by the laser velocimeter clearly show the thick blade wakes and the tip vortex.

The light gray region adjacent to the blade wakes is the high velocity from the suction

surface. The maximum suction surface velocity occurs at about 0.9 of the tip radius.

In making the comparison of the LV data with the results from the curved lifting line

analysis, the viscous blade wakes must be ignored since they are not included in the

analysis. The comparison also shows the analysis has a stronger predicted tip vortex

because of the mathematical sinqularity present in the analysis at the tip. The general

character of the flow field as measured is strikingly similar to the flow field pre-

dicted by the curved lifting line analysis. Some flow disturbances are noted beyond

the blade tip. These velocity fluctuations may present a potential noise source. In

general, the curved lifting line analysis shows good qualitative agreement with the

experimentally measured LV data.

The SR-3 propeller test results obtained from the propeller test rig rotating

balance and a flow survey probe are compared in Fig. 18 with the curved lifting line and

the propeller/nacelle lifting line analytical codes. For consistency of comparison with

experimental results, the analytical results account for the change in blade twist re-

sulting from centrifugal forces qenerated by blade rotation. These data are presented

over a range of advance ratios for a free-stream Mach number of 0.8. In the power co-

efficient curve, both analytical methods overpredict the power coefficient although the

curved lifting line analysis more accurately predicts the level. Both methods deviate

further from the data at both high and low advance ratios and are most accurate in the

mid-range. The assumed variation of twist change with rotational speed affects the

shape of the predicted power coefficient curve. The analysis prediction shown in Fig.

18 assumed that the twist varied with rotational speed squared and may be responsible

for some of the discrepancy in the predicted and measured power coefficient results.

For the efficiency curves, the curved lifting line analysis agrees well with the data

while the propeller nacelle interaction analysis considerably underpredicts the effi-

ciency at low advance ratios and considerably overpredicts the efficiency at high ad-

vance ratios. The differences between the results from the two methods appear to be

primarily due to the different approaches used for obtaining lift.

Comparisons for radial distribution of loading are shown in Fig. 18(b) for the SR-3

propeller at a free-stream Mach number of 0.8 and an advance ratio of 3.06. The pro-

Deller nacelle interaction analysis more accurately predicts the loading distribution

over most of the blade, deviating appreciably only in the outer 20 percent of the blade.

The curved lifting line analysis overpredicts the loading inboard and underpredicts out-

board, both by appreciable amounts.

A comparison of the analytical and experimental results recently obtained with the

Euler lifting surface analysis can be seen in Figs. 19 to 21.

In Fig. 19, the predicted relative Mach number on the surface of the SR-3 propeller

blades and between the blades is shown for the SR-3 propeller at a free stream Mach

number of 0.8, an advance ratio of 3.06, and a blade angle of 61.3 °. These data employ

the same gray shading technique described for Fig. 17. The level of Mach numbers on the

suction side of the blade near the nacelle surface at about the two-thirds chord indi-

cates the presence of a shock wave at that location. On the pressure side of the blade,

a shock wave is also indicated at about the same location. The middle portion of the

figure shows the calculated Mach numbers between the blade passages near the hub and at

82 percent of the blade span. Near the hub, the shock wave is strong and spans the

entire passage. At the 82 percent blade span location, the shock wave emanates from

the suction surface near the trailing edge but becomes very weak near the pressure
surface.

The results shown in Fig. 19 are in good qualitative agreement with laser velocim-

eter measurements presented in Ref. 26. One significant difference is the location of

the shock wave. In the computed results, the shock wave originates closer to the trail-

inq edge of the blade on the suction surface whereas the data of Ref. 26 indicates a

shock wave location somewhat upstream of the trailing edge. This behavior is consis-

tent with shock wave boundary layer interactions in other types of flow fields in which

viscous effects cause the actual shock wave location to be upstream of the location

predicted by inviscid analyses.

The Euler analysis results are next compared in Figs. 20 and 21 with experimentally

measured propeller wake swirl angles and power coefficients at a free stream Mach num-

bers of 0.8. In Fig. 20, the Euler analysis values of swirl angle downstream of the

propeller are compared with experimentally measured values of swirl angle obtained dur-

ing the wind tunnel tests described in Ref. 9. These values were measured with an

instrumented wedge mounted on a translating probe. Both the computed and measured

values correspond to an axial location 0.21 propeller diameters downstream of the pitch

change axis. Although the level of the predicted results is considerably higher than

the experimental results, the radial variation of swirl is in reasonable agreement

between the two sets of results. The swirl angle overprediction is approximately equal



to 4° whereasat a free streamMachnumberof 0.6 (Ref. 15) the discrepancywasabout
3°. Inasmuchas the Mach0.6 discrepancywaspresumeddueto the lack of viscousef-
fects in the analysis, the larger discrepancyat Mach0.8 implies that a mechanismin
addition to boundarylayer growthis causingdecreasedflow turning. Thismechanism
couldbedueto the presenceof the previouslydiscussedshockwavelocatedjust up-
streamof the bladetrailing edge. A shockwaveboundarylayer interaction resulting
fromthis shocklocationwouldresult in reducedbladeloadingandcausereducedswirl
relative to a trailing edgeshockwavelocation.

Thecompressormethodologyof Ref. 29wasusedto estimatethe viscouslossesat
Mach0.8 anda radius ratio of 0.52wherethe solidity (chord/gap)is 1.0. Themethod-
oloqy is basedon lowspeedcascadedataanddoesnot accountfor the presenceor ef-
fects of shockwaves. Becauseof shocklosses, it wasexpectedthat the estimateof
viscouseffects wouldfall considerablyshort of the Euler analysis to datadiscrepancy.
Surprisingly, the estimatefalls only slightly short. Theunusualbehaviorof the data
nearr/R = 1.0 wasapparentlycausedby the tip vortex rollup. Theanalysisdid not
predict this featureof the flow becausethe meshwastoo coarsein this region.

A comparisonof the Eulercomputedandmeasuredpropeller powercoefficients is
shownin Fig. 21 for the SR-3propeller at a Machnumberof 0.8. Experimentalresults
are takenfromRef. 9. Thepowercoefficient (shownfor threebladeanglesettings)
wasconsiderablyoverpredictedfor eachcaseshown.Sincepowercoefficient is closely
related to swirl angle, the over-predictionof powercoefficient is consistentwith the
overpredictionof swirl angleshownin Fig. 20.

PROPELLERACOUSTICRESEARCH
In order for anadvancedturbopropaircraft to becompetitivewith anadvanced

turbofanaircraft, the turbopropfuselageinterior shouldbeequivalentin comfort (low
levels of noiseandvibration) to that of the turbofanaircraft. A quiet fuselage
interior will bemoredifficult to achievein the turbopropaircraft. This is because
its fuselagemaybe in the direct noisefield of the propeller whereasthe inlet ductof
a turbofanshields the fuselaqefromfan noise. In addition, the propeller tip vortex
f_oma wingmountedtractor propeller inducessignificant wingsurfacepressurefluctu-
ations that couldbe transmittedas structural bornenoiseto the fuselageinterior
(Ref. 30). Bothof theseareasare being investigatedas part of the NASApropeller
technologyproqram;however,only the direct radiatednoisewill becoveredin this
paper. Advancedtechnologiesarecurrently beingevaluatedto reducingpropeller source
noiseandimprovingfuselagewall noiseattenuation. Fuselagewall studyresults have
shownimprovedwall attenuationpotential with reducedweightpenaltybyusinga double
wall fuselageconstructionandlighter compositematerials (Refs.31and32). Reduced
propeller sourcenoise is beingstudiedwith propeller sweepandnewacousticanalysis
techniques.

Theacousticpropeller analysismethodsbeingusedandunderdevelopmentby NASA
are listed in Fig. 22andincludebothsteadyandunsteadyaerodynamictheory, along
with severalpropagationmodels. Thesimplestacousticcode(A in Fig. 22)useslift-
ing line aerodynamicsandtwo-dimensionalairfoil datawith the linear propagation
theoryof Farassat(Ref. 33). This analysishasbeencomparedwith propeller noise
dataandsomeresults are presentedlater in this section of the paper. A moresophis-
ticated analysis (B) developedandbeingusedat Lewisis the three-dimensionalnon-
linear steadyaerodynamicsapproachwith linear time domainpropagation(Ref. 34). This
programusesthe Dentoncode(Ref. 35)as adaptedfroma turbofanaerodynamicspackage
andthe Parassattime domainacousticcodefor propagationfromthe steadyloadingand
bladethicknesssources. Theabovemethodscurrently haveonly single rotation (SR)
capability. Thethird analysis listed in Fig. 22 (C) is beingdevelopedundera Lewis
grant to TexasA&MUniversity. It will usethe simpler lifting line analysis, two-dimensionalairfoil dataandthe Farassatpropagationtheory to determinethe steady
loadingeffects of counter-rotatingpropellers. Unsteadyaerodynamicsneedto bedevel-
opedfor this programto providea morecompletemodelingof CRpropeller flow fields.

A three-dimensionalexact linear lifting surfacetheory is beingdevelopedundera
Lewiscontract to HamiltonStandard. A steadyaerodynamicsversionwill bedeveloped
first (D), followedby anunsteadyversion (G). Thesoundpropagationmodelusesthe
linear frequencydomaintheoryof Hanson(Ref. 36). Theprogramwill also containan
airframeflow theorywhichdescribesthe installation effects of the fuselage,wingand
nacelle. Boundarylayer soundrefraction effects on the fuselage(Ref. 37), andwing
shielding of the noisepropagationto the cabinare also plannedto be included. Athree-dimensionalnonlinearsteadyaerodynamicsmethodwith a linear frequencydomain
soundpropagationformulation(E) is underdevelopmentin a Lewiscontract programat
GeneralElectric. Theaerodynamicsare modifiedby a nonlinearEulercode(Refs. 18and
19). This programwill eventuallyinclude the installation effects onnoise. Flowdis-
tortion resulting fromairframeinstallation, aswell as fuselageboundarylayer and
wingshielding effects are to be includedin the program. Someinitial unsteadyaero-
dynamicscapability (H)will also be addedto this programby combiningthe aerodynamics
of the actuatordisk theoryandthe unloadedlinear lift responsetheory.

A three-dimensionalnonlinearsteadyaerodynamicsapproach(F) is beingdeveloped
in a Lewiscontractedprogramto Arvin/Calspan.This proqramwill usethe nonlinear
Euler codeto describethe near field andcoupleit to a linear integral analysis to ex-
tend the solution to the far field. Thecouplingis to bedoneona cylindrical surface
as in Ref. 38andan iteration routine will providethe requiredmatchingof solutions
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at the surface. This systemwill provideproperboundaryconditionsfor the far field
andallow nonlinearpropagationeffects in the nearfield.

Acousticmeasurementshavebeenmadein the Lewis8- by 6-FootWindTunnelonsev-
eral of the high-speedpropeller modelsof Fig. i0. Thenoisedatawereobtainedfrom
pressuretransducerslocatedon the side-wall andceiling of the tunnel. Acousticre-
sults fromtests of the SR-2,SR-IM,andSR-3eight-bladedpropellersare reportedin
Refs. 3 and4, andresults fromtests of the SR-6ten-bladedmodelare reportedin
Ref. 39. Thereweresomeinitial concernsaboutthe quality of the noisedataobtained
in this tunnel, however,the Refs. 3 and4 results indicated that a relative comparison
of noise levels measuredin the tunnel for the varioushigh-speedpropellers wouldbe
valid.

Theeffect of bladesweeponpropeller noiseobtainedfromwindtunnel results is
shownin Fig. 23. Themaximumbladepassagetonemeasuredon the tunnel ceiling is
plotted against the helical tip (total, including tunnelandrotational) Machnumber.
Thedatawereobtainedat approximatelythe designpowercoefficient by holdingthe
advancedratio constant. Thehelical tip Machnumberwasvariedby changingtunnel and
propeller rotational speed. In general, the noiseof bothsweptandstraight propellers
increasedrapidly as the helical tip speedapproachedMach1.0. At higherhelical tip
speedsthe noiseof all three propellers shownin Fig. 23 tendedto level off. The
aerodynamicsweepof the 30° sweptpropeller (SR-IM)produceda lowernoise level than
the straight propeller at the lowerhelical tip speeds. But this advantagedecreased
andeventuallydisappearedas the tip speedincreasedto Mach1.2. The45° sweepof the
SR-3propeller wastailored to provideadditional noisereductionthroughincreased
sweepandacousticphasecancellation. Thesuccessof this acousticsweepdesignis
evident fromthe dataof Fig. 23. Overthe completetest range,the noise level of the
45° sweptpropeller wasconsistently lowerthan that of the straight or 30° sweptpro-
peller, beinq5 to 6 dBlower than the straight propeller at the designtip Machnumber
of 1.14and7 to 9 dBlowerat the lowesttip speedsthat weretested.

In addition to windtunnel measurements,flight noisetests havebeenmadeusing
propeller modelsmountedabovethe fuselageof the Jetstar aircraft (Fig. 24). Com-
parisonsof flight andwindtunnel noisedatausingthe SR-3propeller are reportedin
Refs. 40and41. Thegoodagreementof thesecomparisonsis currently beingreexamined
to insure that all potential sourcesof differencesbetweenthe twotests areproperly
understood.Flight noisetests havealso beenconductedwith the SR-2andSR-6
propellers.

Thesimpler lifting line aerodynamicsandthe linear acousticpropagationtheory
asderived fromsomeearlier workof Farassat(Refs. 42, 43, and44) wereusedto pre-
dict the noiseof the three initial propeller models(Fig. 9) andthe results are re-
portedin Ref. 45. A comparisonof this theoretical prediction with tunneldata for
the eight-bladedstraight propeller (SR-2)is shownin Fig. 25. Generallygoodagree-
mentis shownwith the modeldataat tip speedsup to aroundMach1.0. Abovea helical
tip Machnumberof 1.0, the theoryoverpredictsthe near-field noise. Thelinear theory
doesnot predict the levelling off of the peaknoiseas shownby the data. This level-
ling off of propeller noiseat supersonichelical tip Machnumberswasobservedin older
propeller tests (Ref. 46). At thesespeeds,shockwavescanpropagatefroma rotating
propeller bladeandcausenonlinearacousticsources. Toaddressthis source,an ini-
tial simpleshockwavenoisemodelwasformulatedat the NASALewisResearchCenter
(Ref. 47). Thismodelpredicts the noiseresulting fromthe shockpressurerise caused
by the propeller tip alone. Theshockpressurerise prediction for the eight-bladed
straight propeller is comparedto the data in Fig. 25. Althoughthe shockwavemodel
predicts a rather substantial peakin the noise level not measuredin the tunneldata,
it also predicts the levelling-off trend in noiseat the highersupersonictip speeds
that agreeswith the trend in the tunneldata. This predictedtrend indicates that the
nonlinearshockwavemodelmaybea viable methodto pursuefor enhancingthe future
acousticmodellingof high-speedpropellers.

Theeffects of installation environmentsonpropeller noisearealso beinginvesti-
gated. Flowfield distortion dueto the influenceof wings, nacelle, andfuselagecan
havean importantinfluenceuponthe noisegeneratedby a propeller. Recentexperiments
usinganadjustable lifting wingandthe SR-3propeller havebeenconductedin the Lewis
8- by 6-FootWindTunnelas shownin Fig. 26. Timevariations in the pressureon the
propeller bladesdueto the flow distortion havebeenmeasuredusing flush mountedpres-
sure transducers. Preliminaryresults with the blademountedpressuretransducerdata
havebeenreportedin Ref. 48. Themajorconclusionsobservedso far are that local
oscillatory pressurecancellationoccurson the propeller bladesdueto interaction of
the acousticpropagationandthe unsteadyaerodynamicsandthat the presenceof the pro-
peller significantly influencesthe flow-field distortion inducedby the lifting wing.

Alsoseenin Fig. 26 is oneof the four microphonemountingplates usedto measure
the unsymmetricalnoise field producedby the unsteadyloadingof the propeller by the
flow field. Thenoisedataare nowbeinganalyzedandwill bepresentedin the near
future. Thepresenceof the winghasbeenobservedto significantly changethe noise
radiation fromthe propeller.

PROPELLERAEROELASTICRESEARCH
Threemajorgoalsof advancedhigh speedpropeller designsare to maximizeaero-

dynamicefficiency, minimizenoiseandassurestructural integrity. Theacousticand
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aerodynamic requirements of high speed propellers have resulted in propellers with thin,

hiqhly swept and twisted blades of low aspect ratio and high solidity operating in tran-

sonic flow conditions. To assure the structural integrity of these advanced propellers,

the NASA propeller technology program includes both experimental and analytical aero-

elastic research that is applicable to the unconventional geometry and transonic flow

conditions of these propellers and can be used to improve existing and develop new aero-

elastic analyses. The aeroelastic research areas that are being investigated as a part

of the high speed propeller program are shown in Fig. 27. These areas include the phe-

nomena of stall flutter, forced-excitation and classical flutter. Stall flutter occurs

at low flight speed conditions when the local blade angle-of-attack is high and sepa-

rated flow occurs, whereas classical flutter involves unstalled flow and usually occurs

at higher flight speeds. Forced excitations occur at both low and high flight speeds

and can he due to cross-winds, upwash, airframe flow field distortions, and angled in-

flow with respect to the propeller thrust axis.

The aeroelastic propeller analysis methods that are currently being used and under

development as part of the NASA program are listed in Fig. 28. Both structural blade

models and unsteady aerodynamic models are shown. The swept straight-beam model (A in

Fig. 28) is part of a classical flutter analysis that used two-dimensional subsonic and

supersonic cascade (F), and two-dimensional transonic airfoil unsteady aerodynamics

with sweep corrections (G). This analysis is based on a modification to the analysis

described in Ref. 49. Some results from this analysis have been compared with propel-

ler flutter data and are presented later in this section of the paper. A swept curved-

beam model (B) is part of a more comprehensive aeroelastic analysis which is still in

development under a NASA contract with United Technologies Research Center (Ref. 50).

This analysis (which is based on a modification to an existing helicopter rotor code)

has forced response, stall and classical flutter capabilities. The unsteady aerody-

namics used for forced response and classical flutter are two-dimensional quasi-steady

(D) , subsonic airfoil with sweep correction (H) , and empirical airfoil for stall flutter

(E).

A plate finite element structural model (C) is part of a more sophisticated analy-

sis developed under a contract with Bell Aerospace Textron and is being used at Lewis

for classical flutter analysis (Ref. 51). This code is an extended version of the

NASTRAN code modified for flutter analysis of turbomachinery, including turboprops and

turbofans. This classical flutter analysis will be modified in the near future to in-

clude forced response analysis of advanced propellers. It uses the same unsteady aero-

dynmamics as the swept straight-beam classical flutter analysis (F and G). Some results

from this code are also shown compared to experimental data later in this section.

An aeroelastic code being developed at Lewis will use the coupled normal modes and

frequencies from a plate finite element structural program (C) and will include struc-

tural mistuning of blades. This code is planned to have forced response, stall and

classical flutter capability. For classical flutter, the code will initially use the

same unsteady aerodynamics as the swept straight-beam analysis (F and G). Later, a

three-dimensional subsonic cascade unsteady aerodynamic code (I) which is being devel-

oped at Purdue University under a NASA grant will be substituted. Modified versions of

the aerodynamic models from the swept curved-beam analysis will be used for stall flut-

ter and forced response predictions.

Experimental aeroelastic research in progress at Lewis also includes work on forced

excitation, stall flutter and classical flutter. Three of the high-speed propeller

models are being used for this work: the eight-bladed unswept and 45 ° swept models (SR-2

and SR-3) and the ten-bladed 60 ° swept model (SR-5) (Fig. i0). These models, while hav-

ing the same aeroacoustic characteristics and geometry as a large-scale design, are not,

however, aeroelastically scaled. The experimental aeroelastic data that were obtained

from them is, however, applicable to and is being used to help evaluate the accuracy of

the aeroelastic analysis methods. Aeroelastic wind tunnel tests with the three models

have been completed at freestream velocities from Mach 0 to 0.85 and at rotational

speeds up to 9000 rpm. Stall flutter, classical flutter and forced response tests were

done at NASA Lewis Research Center with an isolated nacelle model (Fig. i0) using all

three propeller models. Also, a nacelle-wing-fuselage model (Fig. 29) was used at NASA

Ames Research Center to obtain forced response data in a flowfield more representative

of an aircraft installation. This was done with the eight-bladed unswept propeller

model (SR-2). Similar tests are planned at Ames with the eight-bladed 45 ° swept model

(SR-3) .

The operating procedure used to conduct these experiments was to incrementally in-

crease the propeller rotational speed, at a fixed blade pitch angle, thrust centerline

pitch angle, and tunnel Mach number until a desired operating condition or limit was

reached. The operating limits were blade stress, rotational speed, and rig power or

vibration. The model was operated with the propeller thrust axis aligned with the

freestream velocity for the flutter tests and at an angle-of-attack to the freestream

velocity for the forced response tests. This angle-of-attack produced the aerodynamic

excitation forces on the blades for the response study. Data were obtained from strain

gauges installed on the surface of selected blades.

Some results from the propeller forced excitation tests at 0.8 Mach number are

shown in Fig. 30. Comparisons between measured and predicted one-P vibratory blade

stress are shown from the isolated nacelle tests for the eight-bladed unswept and 45 °

swept models and the ten-bladed 60 ° swept model. A comparison from the installed test

(Fig. 29) is shown for the eight-bladed unswept model. The data presented were obtained
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by an inboarduniaxial strain gaugeand its location for the 45 ° swept blade is shown

in the figure. For the isolated nacelle case shown in Fig. 30, the predicted value of

one-P stress agreed well with the data for the unswept propeller but showed only reason-

able agreement with the swept propeller data and tended to underpredict their measured

stress levels. For the installed case, there were two analysis methods used. Both

tended to overpredict the measured stress level.

The predicted values used in Fig. 30 were calculated by Hamilton Standard under

contract to NASA Lewis using company developed codes that incorporated two-dimensional

quasi-steady aerodynamics. The aerodynamics were combined with a beam analysis for the

unswept propeller and a finite element analysis for the swept propeller models. Two

different flow field calculations were used for the installed analysis. The first was

the Douglas-Neumann Potential Flow Program (Ref. 52) which is a lifting surface method.

It produced the stress ratio of 0.8 shown in Fig. 30. The second was a Hamilton

Standard inhouse program that represented the fuselage by a Rankine solid and the wing

by a lifting line. This method produced the lower stress ratio of 0.4 in Fig. 30.

These results indicate that the more accurate flow field calculation of the lifting

surface method resulted in a better prediction capability at Mach 0.8. However, at

lower Mach numbers, the two methods produced more comparable results.

During high speed wind tunnel tests a classical coupled bending-torsion flutter

phenomena was encountered with the ten-bladed 60 ° swept propeller model, SR-5 (Ref. 53).

The other two propeller models experienced no flutter. The flutter was encountered over

the tested Mach number ranae of 0.6 to 0.85 and occurred when the blade helical tip Mach

number reached a value of about 1.0 over a range of blade angles and power loadings. A

theoretical study made after this flutter experience suggested that sweep and aerody-

namic cascade effects have a strong destabilizing influence on the flutter boundary.

The theoretically predicted destabilizing effect of sweep on flutter was experimentally

supported by the fact that only the most highly swept of the three tested propellers

encountered flutter. To experimentally investigate the aerodynamic cascade effect, a

five- and two-bladed configuration of the SR-5 model was subsequently tested. This

experiment supported the theoretical predictions by showing that the flutter onset

occurred at a lower helical tip Mach number when there were a larger number of blades on

the rotor. These results are illustrated in Fig. 31 which shows the experimental flut-

ter boundary for the ten- and five-bladed configurations at a selected blade angle of

69 °. The flutter boundary data are shown in terms of the flutter onset rotational speed

versus free-stream Mach number. Also shown are two theoretical predictions for the

flutter boundary of the ten-bladed configuration. These boundaries were predicted by

the swept straight-beam and the plate finite element classical flutter aeroelastic anal-

ysis codes that were described earlier in this section. Both of these analyses and the

experimental data of Fig. 31 show the same trend of decreasing flutter rotational speed

with increasing free-stream Mach number. Although the slopes of the experimental and

calculated boundaries are different they are in reasonable agreement. However, the

figure shows that both of the predicted boundaries are conservative, and increasingly
underpredict the experimental boundary as the Mach number increases.

Future efforts in aeroelastics will be directed toward improving the existing anal-

ysis codes and developing new aeroelastic codes with better prediction capabilities and

accuracy. Experimental to analytical comparisons will continue to be a primary tool to

identify areas where the codes need improving. Future experimental work will include a

model of the eight-bladed 45 ° swept propeller fabricated from composite materials

(SR-3C). This model will soon undergo isolated forced response and flutter testing in

the Lewis 8- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel. Installed forced response testing in the Ames 14-ft

tunnel is also planned for this model. These efforts will be followed by the testing of

a new high-speed propeller model (SR-7) that is aeroelastically scaled from a 9-ft pro-
peller design.

FUTURE TRENDS

The NASA advanced high-speed propeller research program has been primarily directed

toward developing technology for high performing single-rotation (SR) tractor propel-

lers. The performance results achieved with SR propeller models show that future ad-

vanced turboprop powered aircraft should be potentially far superior in performance to

an equivalent turbofan powered aircraft. Wind tunnel model results have shown propeller

efficiencies near 80 percent at Mach 0.8 with near-field cruise noise reductions with

swept blades of about 6 dB. Further efficiency improvements and noise reductions may be

possible with some of the advanced experimental and analytical technology work that is

underway or planned as part of this research program. Two additional SR propeller

models are currently being designed to address the speed range from Mach 0.7 to 0.8.

The latest refinements to the evolving advanced analysis methods in aerodynamics, acous-

tics, and aeroelastics are being used to assist in the design of these models.

A number of attractive advanced turboprop concepts (Fig. 32) are being studied to

further improve performance and reduce propeller noise. A single-rotation pusher pro-

peller mounted at the rear of the aircraft fuselage (away from the cabin section) could

reduce or possibly eliminate the potentially high cabin noise associated with a tractor

wing-mounted configuration without incurring a weight penalty for cabin wall acoustic

treatment. Advanced concepts that have the potential for recovering the residual swirl

loss from SR turboprops could offer large improvements in propeller efficiency. Vari-

able pitch stators behind a single-rotation propeller is one concept that offers in-

creased efficiency through swirl recovery. Although the potential performance gains are

not predicted to be as large as those for counter-rotation (CR) propellers, the stator
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concepthasthe advantageof minimumcomplexity. However,the morecomplexCRpropel-
lers havethe potential for recoveringessentially all of the swirl losses. Advanced
CRconceptsthat are being investigated as part of the NASA program include both pusher

and tractor designs. One particularly unique pusher design is a gearless concept being

investigated as part of a NASA contract program with General Electric. This concept

eliminates the gearbox altogether but introduces the new concept of an integral counter-

rotating power turbine.

The potential advantages of CR propellers over SR propellers is shown in Fig. 33

where ideal efficiency (optimum loading with zero blade drag) is plotted versus power

loading for propellers operating at a typical Mach 0.8 cruise condition. The figure

shows that performance qains by increasing blade count from 8 to i0 with SR propellers

are rather small (about 1 percent) compared to the _ains achievable by selecting CR over

SR systems. At power loadings from 200 to 320 kW/m L (25 to 40 hp/ft 2) the CR potential

efficiency gains range from about 6 to 9 percent for equal total blade count. As power

loading is further increased, the SR propellers suffer a larger performance loss com-

pared to CR systems due primarily to increasing swirl losses. Therefore, CR propellers

can be operated at much higher power loadings (with associated propeller diameter and

weight reductions) than SR systems without large performance losses. In addition, CR

propellers with total blade counts comparable to SR propellers should also reduce poten-

tial blade-to-blade choking losses incurred in the inboard region of the 8 to i0 blade

SN propellers by providing a larger flow area between the blades.

A recent NASA sponsored study that compared SR and CR geared tractor turboprops for

a Mach 0.8 commercial transport application is reported in Refs. 2 and 54. This study

focused on evaluating a number of propeller and gearbox concepts on a 100-passenger,

twin engine airplane with a 1300 nmi design mission. The concepts with the most attrac-

tive operating costs were an advanced six by six-bladed CR propeller with an in-line

differential planetary gearbox and an advanced ten-bladed SR propeller with an offset

compound idler gearbox.

The study results are summarized in Fig. 34. The advanced CR propeller system was

projected to have an 8 percentage point higher efficiency due to swirl recovery and a

higher blade count, with only a 17 percent increase in propeller weight and 1.6 dBA

cruise interior noise increase. The compact one-stage differential planetary gearbox

would be 15 percent lighter and have a 0.2 percent higher efficiency than the gearbox

system required for SR turboprops. There did appear to be an increase in acquisition

cost of 19 percent with the CR _earbox. However, CR propeller systems offered an almost

complete (-80 to -i00 percent) cancellation of aircraft torque and gyroscopic loads.

Because of the slightly higher CR propeller interior noise (1.6 dBA) and lower frequency

noise content, the cabin acoustic treatment weight would have to be increased by about

5 percent. Based on these performance and weight changes, a 9 percent block fuel sav-

ings and a 2.9 percent DOC reduction was estimated for an advanced CR system relative

to a comparable SR system for the 1300 nmi design mission.

To verify the performance gains projected for advanced CR turboprops, NASA has

planned and recently initiated an extensive CR wind tunnel program. The program in-

cludes the testing of several 0.62 m (two ft) diameter model propellers that include

both tractor and pusher configurations. Figure 35 is a photograph of a 16-bladed CR

model of a qearless pusher configuration installed on a 1119 kw (1500 hp) propeller

test rig.
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Figure 1. - Advanced counter-rotation turboprop aircraft.
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Figure 6. - Advanced turboprop propulsion system.
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Figure 20. - Comparison of predicted and mea-
sured swirl angle downstream of the SR-3
propeller blade. Axial location, 0. 21diam-
eters downstream of the pitch change axis;
free stream Mach number, 0.8; advance
ratio, 3.06; blade angle at three-quarter
radius, 60. 50.
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Figure 21. - Comparison of predicted and measured
power coefficient for the SR-3 propeller. Free-stream
Mach number, 0.8; advance ratio, 3.06.
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Figure 22. - Acoustic Analysis Methods.
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Figure 23.- Maximum blade passagetone variation with
helical tip Mach number for 8-bladed propellers. (All
at nominal advance ratio of 3. 06. )



Figure24.- Photograph of SR-3 propeller installed on the Jetstar
aircraft for in flight noise measurements.
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Figure 25. - Near field noise of the 8-blad_t 0° swept
propeller (SR-2) at 1.5 diameters from propeller tip.



Figure 26. - Photograph of the SR-3 (8 bladed, 45o swept) propeller in-
stalled for wing effects acoustic tests in the Lewis 8-by-6 foot wind
tunnel.
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Figure 27. - Areas of propeller aeroelastic research.
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Figure 28. - Propeller aeroelastic analysis methods.
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Figure 29. - Photograph of the SR-2C (8-bladedo 0° sweep)propel-
ler installed on the semi-span aircraft model in the Ames 14-
foot transonic wind tunnel.
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Figure 30. - Propeller forced excitation results at Mach O.8.
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Figure 31. - A comparison of predicted and measured
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model (SR-5).
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Figure32.- Futureadvancedturbopropconcepts.
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Figure 33. - Comparison of ideal efficiency for single- and
counter-rotation propellers: Mo = O.8, altitude = 10.668
km (35 000ft), tip speed--244 m/sec (800ft/sec).
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